PRODUCT CHANGE NOTIFICATION

Linear Technology Corporation
1630 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035-7417
(408) 432-1900

February 9, 2017

PCN#020917

Dear Sir/Madam:
Subject: Notification of Change to LTC3886 Die and Datasheet
Please be advised that Linear Technology Corporation has made enhancements to the
LTC3886 product die to improve performance in the following areas:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Fix errata
Reduce power up times
Reduce the ADC update period
Improve on-chip EEPROM robustness

The documented errata in the LTC3886 are eliminated. Refer to the following link for the current
errata documents http://cds.linear.com/docs/en/spec-notice/er3886f.pdf.
TINIT, the time required from application of VIN until the part is ready to start sequencing output
rails, is reduced from a typical value of 70ms to 35ms. This may allow applications to power up
faster after application of VIN. This change is transparent in all applications that require
sequencing of multiple power rails using multiple LTC Power System Management (PSM) parts
connected in the recommended manner.
The ADC update period, TCONVERT, is reduced from 100ms to 90ms, providing more timely
telemetry of all monitored parameters.
The above changes are shown on the attached pages of the marked up datasheet.
Error Correcting Code (ECC) is added to the internal non-volatile memory to enhance its
reliability. This change is transparent to the user and requires no modifications to programming
files or system firmware. As a consequence of adding ECC, the area in the EEPROM available
for fault log is reduced to 4 events. The read length of 147 bytes remains the same but the fifth
and sixth events are a repeat of the fourth event if the part is reset. However, when reading the
fault log from RAM, all 6 events of cyclical data are available.

The new silicon can be identified by the MFR_SPECIAL_ID, PMBus command code 0xE7, with
a value of 0x460* where * is a value of 8-F.
No changes were made to the analog sections of the LTC3886, and no PWM characteristics
changed. The die changes were qualified by performing characterization over the full operating
junction temperature range and through rigorous engineering evaluation across a broad range
of application conditions. The revised product will have successfully completed 1000 hours
burn-in before production release.
Linear Technology will accept requests for revised samples within 30 days of the date of this
notification. If we don’t hear back from your company within this 30 day period, we will consider
this change notice accepted by April 09, 2017. Production shipments of product incorporating
the improved die will begin no sooner than April 09, 2017.
Should you have any further questions, please feel free to contact your local Linear Technology
sales person or you may contact me at 408-432-1900 ext. 2077, or by E-mail
JASON.HU@LINEAR.COM.

Sincerely,
Jason Hu
Quality Assurance Engineer

